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Abstract 
Foreign language teaching applies various methods, approaches and techniques in transmitting the knowledge from instructor to 
learner which entails the ability to comprehend the similarities and dissimilarities between a learner’s mother tongue and the foreign
language. Contrastive Analysis (CA) is one of the methods which compares languages by paying attention to differences and 
similarities between languages being compared. This paper focuses on investigating the identities, differences and similarities of 
English nominal compounding patterns and their correspondents in Albanian by manner of formation and meaning through CA. 
Nominal compounds (N + N, V + N, Aj + N, Av + N, and V +Av =N) are the main focus in this paper since these patterns are very 
productive in Legal English. This paper will also pinpoint the most common errors EFL students make whilst identifying patterns
of nominal compounds and translating them from English to Albanian and vice versa. Results from the data collected from English
and Albanian grammar books and a test run questionnaire, showed that English and Albanian are similar  in terms of  N+N, Aj + 
N, Av + N  compounds however they are different in V + N and V+ Av =N compounds by the manner of formation.  Regarding 
meaning, there are dissimilarities between English and Albanian N + N compounds. Consequently, the most common errors made 
by EFL students whilst translating compounds occur with Aj + N and V + Av=N compounds.  All these results give insightful 
indications regarding implications in teaching and learning nominal compounds in an ELT legal context. 
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1. Introduction  
Introduced by Fries (1952) and fully described by Lado (1957), contrastive analysis (CA) is a systematic branch of 
applied linguistics which deals with the linguistic description of the structure of two or more different languages. 
Regardless the common ‘linguistic universals’ amongst languages (Lado, 1957: 239), all languages have something 
in common. Correspondingly, this comparison identifies points of difference or difficulty and provides results that are 
of great importance in foreign language teaching. 
Compounding is a common word formation process (Libben, 2006), but different languages make use of 
compounding to different levels. Correspondingly, nominal compounding, as a word formation process, is one of the 
most productive processes in English and Albanian language.  
The main findings from this paper will contribute to the general theory of contrastive linguistics regarding Albanian 
and English as two different yet linked systems. Moreover, from a practical view, it aims to facilitate the teaching and 
learning process of nominal compounds in an EFL legal context.  
2. Previous studies  
Albanian and English languages are often compared and contrasted in terms of their word formation processes. A 
great deal of research has been conducted on contrastive analysis between English and Albanian languages from the 
morphological and syntactic point of view. Likewise, scholars have looked at methodological implications in teaching 
English lexis to EFL students.  For instance, Shqerra, N & Shqerra, E (2015) look at the role of derivation and 
compounding in the process of English language acquisition and state the following:  
Since each language has its own characteristics, there are always differences, which hamper the foreign language 
acquisition. In such cases, theory and practice should be considered necessary for students. Consequently, additional 
focus should be given especially to derivational rules (p.117). 
Another research paper conducted by Kurani & Muho (2014) compares the plural forms of noun compounds in 
English and Albanian language. Their findings show that the plural form of compound nouns in Albanian language is 
formed by changing only the second part of the compound nouns, by changing only the first part of the compound 
nouns, and by unchanging form in the plural (the same as the singular). However, the majority of English compound 
nouns have one basic head, with which they end, and are pluralized in typical way in English. Moreover, a compound 
that has one head, with which it begins, usually pluralizes its head. Furthermore, two-headed compounds in which the 
first head has a standard plural form, however, tend to pluralize only the final head (p.33).  
As cited in “Contrastive analysis of English compounds and their correspondents in Albanian language”(Rushidi, 
2015):
The first written document in Albanian is Meshari i Gjon Buzukut in 1555. The lack of materials regarding Albanian 
language has made it difficult to tell about the first time compounds have been used and noticed in this language. 
Correspondingly, compounding as a word formation process has been analyzed relatively late in Albanian grammar 
books. However, Kostallari (1972) has come up with a list of 17 compound nouns from the period 1304 – 1431.  
Sherko (2014) analyzes the two dictionaries as primary sources: The Albanian dictionary Fjalori i Gjuhës së Sotme 
Shqipe (1980) consisted of 41.000 words and the English dictionary analyzed is Oxford Student’s Dictionary (OSD) 
consisted of 41.000-40.000 words. The main findings show that, the number of compounds in Albanian is higher than 
in English based on a statistical data. To be more specific, Albanian language consists of 11.8 % compounds whereas 
English consists of 4.48%. 
Another study conducted by Rushidi (2015) examined the similarities, dissimilarities and identities between 
English and Albanian compounding patterns and analyzed the mistakes that students made whilst translating and 
classifying the given compounds according to their components. The main findings of this study showed that there 
were 13 patterns of compounds in English whereas there were12 patterns of compounds in Albanian. Regarding the 
similarities, dissimilarities and identities between English and Albanian compounds by form, it was concluded that 
the similar patterns in English and Albanian language are as follows: N+ N, Aj +N, Av + N, N+V, V + V, Aj + V, Av 
+ V,  N +Aj, Aj + Aj, Av+ Aj, and Av + Av. However, the dissimilarities in terms of form were noticed in the following 
patterns:  V + N,  N +Av (No case), and  V+ Av = Noun. Correspondingly, the similarities, dissimilarities and identities 
between English and Albanian compounds by meaning, it was concluded that the similar patterns in English and 
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Albanian languages were the following: Aj +N, Av + N, and Av+ V.  However, the dissimilarities in terms of meaning 
were noticed in the following patterns:  N + N,  N +V,  V + V, Aj + V, N +Aj, and  Aj + Aj. Furthermore, the findings 
regarding the most common errors EFL students made classifying  patterns of compounds and translating them from 
English to Albanian and vice versa imply that the most common errors made by students regarding the classification 
are made with these patterns: N+ N, V +N, V+V, Aj + V, Aj + Aj, Aj+ V, Av +V, Aj + Av, Aj + N, Av + N, N+V,Av+ 
Aj, N+Av, Av + Av. However, in terms of translation, the following patterns were mostly incorrectly translated: N+ 
Aj, N+Av , Aj + V, Av+V, Aj+ N, and V + Av = Noun. 
3. Present study 
3.1. Theoretical and Empirical Approach of the Paper  
This paper approaches the contrastive analysis in a theoretical way in terms of form and meaning since the patterns 
of nominal compounds can be expressed in different forms and have different meanings among these two languages. 
For instance, the patterns of English nominal compounds adjective + noun can correspond to adverb + noun
compounds in Albanian language. Also, the pattern adverb+noun nominal compound can correspond to adjective + 
noun nominal compounds in Albanian language in most of the cases.  The empirical approach consisted of conducting 
a test run questionnaire where EFL students were asked to categorize patterns of given compounds and translate them 
from English to Albanian and vice versa.  
3.2. Research Questions  
1.  Are there similarities, dissimilarities and  identities between English and Albanian nominal compounds by 
manner of formation?  
2. Are there similarities, dissimilarities and identities between English and Albanian nominal compounds by 
meaning? 
3. Which are the most common errors EFL students make whilst identifying  patterns of nominal compounds and 
translating them from English to Albanian and vice versa?  
3.3. Participants  
Sixty EFL university students from the Law Faculty at South East European University (SEEU) in Tetovo - 
Macedonia participated in this study. They all attended English for Specific Purposes 2 – Legal Studies at the 
Language Center at South East European University (SEEU). 
3.4. Instruments  
The instruments used were Albanian and English Grammar Books, a test run questionnaire on English nominal 
compounds (Appendix A), and a test run questionnaire on Albanian nominal compounds (Appendix B). The noun 
compounds come from legal context since this context is very productive in terms compounding as a word formation 
process, especially nominal compounds.   
3.5. The Procedure 
3.5.1. The procedure conducted for the data collection regarding the 1st and 2nd research question  
 In order to provide an explanation or description on compounding in English and in Albanian, grammar books 
were used as the primary sources. Patterns of nominal compounds consisted of two roots were listed only. 
Correspondingly, a morphological analysis was conducted by comparing and contrasting the two languages in order 
to identify the similarities, dissimilarities, and identities between the classifications of nominal compounds in these 
two languages.  
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3.5.2. The procedure conducted for the data collection regarding the 3rd research question   
The first test run questionnaire conducted for the third research question consisted of 10 noun compounds in English 
(see Appendix A). Students were asked to classify the English nominal compounds according to their components to 
the given patterns. Afterwards, students were asked to translate the English nominal compounds in Albanian. 
Likewise, the second test run questionnaire conducted for the third research question consisted of 10 nominal 
compounds in Albanian (see Appendix B). Students were asked to classify the Albanian nominal compounds 
according to their components to the given patterns. Subsequently, students were asked to translate the Albanian 
nominal compounds into English.   
4. Analysis and discussion of the findings   
4.1. Findings contributing to the research question 1 & 2 
Results regarding the similarities, dissimilarities and identities between English (Jackson, Ze Amwela, 2005:79-
85) and Albanian (Sherko, 2014:65-84; 138-185; Albanian Language Grammar 1, 2002) noun compounds by manner 
of formation and meaning are the following:  
          Table 1. Comparison of the classification of English and Albanian noun compounding patterns 
The classification of English patterns of noun 
compounds 
The classification of Albanian patterns of noun 
compounds 
1.Noun + Noun: 1.Noun + Noun: 
ash-tray, arm-chair, test-book bukëpjekes, kryeparlamentar, kryeministër,  
2. Verb + Noun: 2. Verb + Noun: 
dare-devil, pick-pocket No case 
3. Adjective +Noun: 3. Adjective +Noun: 
black-bird, blue-collar, hard-cover bukurshkrim, mirëmëngjes, 
4. Adverb + Noun: 4. Adverb + Noun: 
after-thought, back-talk, down-grade. nënkryetar, nëntoke, drejtshkrim 
Special nominal compounds :  Verb + adverb 
= Noun                 Pushover  
5. Special nominal compounds :   Verb + adverb = Noun  
No case  
After the thorough comparative and contrastive analysis conducted in terms of the formation of noun compounds, 
English and Albanian grammar are similar/identical regarding the following compounding patterns: N+N (1), Aj + N 
(3), Adv + N (4) however they are different in terms of V + N compounds (2), and special nominal compounds V+ 
Av= N (5). It means that these two patterns do not exist in Albanin language as noun compounding patterns since 
noun compounds are not formed by joining a verb and a noun, and a verb and adverb in Albanian language. Regarding 
meaning, there are dissimilarities between English and Albanian N + N compounds in terms of position of the ‘head’ 
within compounds. 
4.2. Findings contributing to the 3rd  research question  
Results regarding the most common errors EFL students make whilst identifying patterns of English nominal 
compounds and translating them from English to Albanian show that the most common errors made by students 
regarding the classification are made with these patterns: N+ N, Av +N, Aj+N, and V+A=N (Table.2).   
Table.2 The most common errors EFL students make whilst identifying patterns of nominal compounds in English 
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Findings 
show that students could provide a range of correspondents of nominal compounds in Albanian. However, the most 
common errors made by EFL students whilst translating English compounds in Albanian occur with Aj + N and V+Av 
=N compounds (Table 3.) For instance, the following noun compounds such as: adverse witness (Aj+N), legal custody 
(Aj +N), pushover (V + Av=N), and walkover (V +Av=N) are the most erroneously translated compounds by students.   
Table.3 The most common errors EFL students make whilst translating patterns of nominal compounds  from English to Albanian language 
English Nominal Compounds  and Students’ 
translation in Albanian
1.  Lawsuit (N + N) - Procedim; procedure 
gjuqesore;proces;gjyqproces gjyqesor. 
      6. Legal custody (Aj + 
N) kujdestari ligjore; 
kujdestari zyrtare. 
2.  Manslaughter (N+ N) - vrasje  e thjeshte; vrasje; 
vrasje njeriu;vrasje masive; vrasje pa    paramendim. 
7. Overcompensation (Av + N) - mbikompenzim; 
kendveshtrim, kompenzim I tepert;kundervleresim. 
3.  Hung jury (V + N) - hung juria, juri ekzekutimi;juri 
e pavendosur;ekzekutim;juria e paqendrusheme; juri qe 
nuk merr vendim; juri qe nuk mund te vendos. 
8. Bystander (Av + N) - sodites;kriminel pasiv; spektator; 
prezent ne ngjarje por nuk merr pjese; vezhgues. 
4.  Search warrant ( V + N) - urdher bastisje; bastisje; 
urdher;urdher per kerkim;autorizim per 
bastisje;konfiskim;leje per bastisje. 
9. Pushover (V + Av = Noun) - lehtesim; pezull; person qe 
ndikohet lehte; dikush qe mund te manipulohet;person qe 
manipulohet lehte.   
5. Adverse witness (Aj + N) - deshmitar 
negativ;deshmitar I pafavorshem;deshmitar I mbrojtur; 
deshmitar kundershtar. 
10. Walkover (V + Av = Noun) - ecje perreth;fitore; fitore e 
lehte.  
Results regarding the most common errors EFL students make whilst identifying patterns of Albanian English 
compounds and translating them from Albanian to English imply that the most common errors made by students 
regarding the classification are made with these patterns: Av+ N, and N+N compounds (Table 4.)  
   
Table 4. The most common errors EFL students make whilst identifying patterns of nominal compounds in Albanian language. 
 Albanian nominal  compounds         Correct answers Wrong answers 
1.      Dëmshpërblim  (N + N) 60 0 
2.      Aktakuzë  (N+ N) 60 0 
3.      Zëvendësprokuror (N + N) 50 10 
4.      Zëdhënës (N+N) 55 5 
5.      Bashkëjetesë (Av + N) 49 11 
6.      Mirëkuptim (Aj/Av + N) 60 0 
English nominal compounds  Correct answers Wrong   answers 
1.  Lawsuit (N + N) 60 0 
2.  Manslaughter (N+ N) 32 28 
3.  Hung jury (V + N) 48 12 
4.  Search warrant ( V + N) 44 16 
5. Adverse witness (Aj + N) 38 22 
6. Legal custody (Aj + N)  55 5 
7. Overcompensation (Av + N) 43 17 
8. Bystander (Av + N) 34 26 
9. Pushover (V + Av = Noun) 42 18 
10. Walkover (V + Av = Noun) 39 21 
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7.      Mirëqenie (Aj/Av+N) 60 0 
8.      Parandalim  (Av + N) 48 12 
9.      Nënkryetar (Av+N)  53  7 
10.   Kundërshtim (Av+N) 46 14 
Regarding translation, the errors are noticed in Aj + N and N+ N compounding  patterns (Table 5.) For instance, 
the nominal compounds such as: mirëkuptim (Aj/Av + N), mirëqenie (Aj/Av + N) are translated erroneously in English 
since the first part of the compound  ‘mirë’ is both  an adjective and adverb in Albanian language whereas it is only 
an adverb in English. Moreover, there are errors with N+N compounds since the position of the ‘head’ changes in 
terms of meaning between these two languages. 
Table 5. The most common errors EFL students make whilst  translating patterns of nominal compounds  from Albanian to English. 
 Students’ translation of Albanian Nominal Compounds  in English 
1.      Dëmshpërblim  (N + N) - Damages; indemnity; recoupment. 
2.      Aktakuzë  (N+ N) - Indictment; indictment ;indictment. 
3.      Zëvendësprokuror (N + N) - Deputy, vice prosecutor; prosecutor. 
4.      Zëdhënës (N+N) - Spokesman; spokesperson. 
5.      Bashkëjetesë (Av + N) - Coexistence; living together; cohabitation. 
6.      Mirëkuptim (Aj/Av + N) – Understanding. 
7.      Mirëqenie (Aj/Av+N) - Welfare; well being. 
8.      Parandalim  (Av + N) – Prevention. 
9.      Nënkryetar (Av+N) - Vice-President; vice-chairman. 
10.   Kundërshtim (Av+N) - Opposition; contradiction; rebuttal; objection. 
5. Conclusions  
This paper examined the similarities, dissimilarities and identities between English and Albanian nominal 
compounding patterns and analyzed the mistakes that students made whilst translating and classifying the given 
compounds according to their components.   
The main findings of this research showed that the difference between English and Albanian in terms of the number 
of patterns is that there are 5 patterns of nominal compounds in English whereas there are only 3 patterns of nominal 
compounds in Albanian. In terms of the similarities, dissimilarities and identities between English and Albanian 
nominal compounds by manner of formation, it was concluded that the following patterns are similar in English and 
Albanian language:  Noun+ Noun, Adjective +Noun, and Adverb + Noun. Whereas, the dissimilarities in terms of 
form are noticed in the following patterns:  Verb + Noun, and Verb+ Adverb = Noun. Regarding the similarities, 
dissimilarities and identities between English and Albanian compounds by meaning, it was concluded that the 
following patterns are similar in English and Albanian Language: Adjective + Noun, and Adverb + Noun. However, 
the dissimilarities in terms of meaning are noticed in Noun + Noun pattern. 
The analysis regarding the most common errors EFL students make whilst identifying  patterns of nominal 
compounds and translating them from English to Albanian and vice versa show/imply that the most common errors 
made by students regarding the classification are made with these patterns: N+ N, V +N, Aj + N, Av + N. However, 
in terms of translation, the following patterns are mostly incorrectly translated: Aj+ N, and V + Av = Noun. 
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Appendix A.  
  Classify the English compounds according to their components and translate them in Albanian.  
Student classification 
of English Nominal 
Compounds  1. N +N  2. V+N 3. Aj + N 4. Av + N 
5. V + Av 
=Noun 
Students’ translation in Albanian 
Pushover      
Overcompensation      
Walkover      
Legal custody      
Bystander      
Adverse witness       
Search warrant      
Manslaughter      
Hung jury      
Lawsuit      
Appendix B.  
Classify the Albanian compounds according to their components and translate them in English.
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